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CATEGORIES ______________________________________________________ 

Write the following words under the proper headings: 

ankle eye pencil 

boots gums shoes 

cat knee slippers 

chalk marker squirrel 

dog nose toe  

 
 

Footwear Writing Materials Has Four Legs  

1. __________________ 1. __________________ 1. __________________ 

2. __________________ 2. __________________ 2. __________________ 

3. __________________ 3. __________________ 3. __________________ 

boots, shoes, slippers chalk, marker, pencil cat, dog, squirrel 

 
 

Body Parts  
Above the Neck  

Body Parts  
Below the Waist  

1. __________________ 1. __________________ 

2. __________________ 2. __________________ 

3. __________________ 3. __________________ 

eye, gums, nose ankle, knee, toe  

 
 
See if you can add another word under each heading.  
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Write the following words under the proper headings 

adjective green plum 

banana hockey tennis 

brown iris verb 

daisy lily volleyball 

fig noun yellow 

 
 
 

Flower Fruit Sport 

1. __________________ 1. __________________ 1. __________________ 

2. __________________ 2. __________________ 2. __________________ 

3. __________________ 3. __________________ 3. __________________ 

daisy, iris, lily banana, fig, plum hockey, tennis, volleyball 

 
 
 

Parts of Speech Colors  

1. __________________ 1. __________________ 

2. __________________ 2. __________________ 

3. __________________ 3. __________________ 

adjective, noun, verb brown, green, yellow  

 
 
 
See if you can add another word under each heading.  
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What do the words in each group have in common? 
 
1. earrings pearls jewels necklace bracelet 
      

     
jewelry 

2. beagle poodle Irish setter collie dachshund 
      

     
dogs 

3. cedar maple popular palm willow 
      

     
trees 

4. Polish Russian Chinese American Mexican 
      

     
nationalities 

5. arms legs liver lungs pelvis 
      

     
body parts 

6. sofa chair table desk dresser 
      

     
furniture 

7. science music citizenship  language mathematics 
      

     
school subjects 

8. restaurant coffee shop fast food diner delicatessen 
      

     
places to eat 
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In each row, cross out the word that does not belong.  
 
1. boots galoshes gloves shoes slippers 
      

     gloves 

2. boil broil freeze fry roast 
      

     freeze 

3. burger juice lemonade milk water 
      

     burger 

4. ocean river stream canyon brook 
      

     canyon 

5. ear eye finger lip nose 
      

     finger 

6. Schubert Beatles Beethoven Brahms Mozart 
      

     Beatles 

7. curtains knocker drapes shutters blinds 
      

     knocker 

8. aunt cousin friend nephew sister 
      

     friend 

9. pansy daffodil tulip daisy oak 
      

     oak 

10. month morning afternoon midday noon 
      

     month 
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In the following exercise, list items that come in groups of seven. You may need 
to use a reference book to find your answers.  
 
Name the seven days of the week.  Name the seven dwarfs.   

1.   1.   

2.   2.   

3.   3.   

4.   4.   

5.   5.   

6.   6.   

7.   7.   

 
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, 

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and 
Saturday 

  
Sleepy, Dopey, Doc, Sneezy, 

Grumpy, Happy, and Bashful 
 

 
 
Name the seven continents.  Name the seven colors of the rainbow.  

1.   1.   

2.   2.   

3.   3.   

4.   4.   

5.   5.   

6.   6.   

7.   7.   

 
Africa, Antarctica, Asia, Australia, 
Europe, North America, and South 

America, 
  

violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, 

orange, and red  
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ORDERING ________________________________________________________ 

Number the following from slowest to fastest:  
 

  airplane 5 

  bicycle 2 

  race car 4 

  motorboat 3 

  rocket 6 

  handcart  1 

 
 
 
Number the following from smallest to largest:  
 

  moose 5 

  frog 2 

  elephant 6 

  ant 1 

  raccoon 3 

  tiger  4 
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NUMBER-WORD EXPRESSIONS _________________________________ 

We use many common phrases that involve numbers. In the sentences below, 
write the correct word. The first letter of each missing word is given as a clue.  
 
Example: There are 12 months in a year.  
 

1. There are 7 days in a w              .  week 

2. There are 60 s               in a minute.  seconds 

3. There are 24 h              in a day. hours 

4. There are 25 c              in a quarter.  cents 

5. A car has 4 w                . wheels or windows 

6. A d           is worth 10 cents.  dime 

7. There are 365 d            in a year. days 

8. The English alphabet has 26 l              . letters 

9. A p            of shoes is two shoes. pair 

10. A piano has 88 k                     . keys 
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